A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY COIN HOARD FROM

LEITH

NICHOLAS M. McQ. HOLMES

Circumstances of the Discovery
A HOARD of 358 coins was recovered in the course of an archaeological excavation being
carried out in the spring of 1980 on a site to the south of Bernard Street, Leith (NT 272765).1
The coins were contained within a small vessel of green-glazed pottery, from which the neck
and handles had been broken off (Fig. 1), and a piece of cloth had been pushed into the vessel to
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FIG. 1 The pot in which the hoard was contained

act as a crude seal. The matrix in which the hoard had been contained was a thick deposit of
soil, sand and domestic refuse, which had been laid down in the second half of the fifteenth
century as part of the process of reclaiming land which had previously lain below the tide line.
Unfortunately the hoard was recovered from the upcast from a trial pit, dug to assess the
archaeological potential of one area of the site, and it was therefore not possible to determine
from its physical context whether the hoard had been brought in from elsewhere with a
cartload of reclamation material or whether it had been buried on the site on a subsequent
occasion. Even if the latter was the case, however, there is evidence to suggest that the time
interval between the two events was not particularly long. Other finds from the reclamation
deposit included James III copper 'black farthings' of the first (1466) issue, and the date of
burial of the hoard seems likely to fall within the period 1470-75, as is demonstrated below.
1
The excavation on which the hoard was recovered was Conservation Officer for Edinburgh City Museums and
directed by the writer, on behalf of Edinburgh City Museums Galleries, and the photographs were taken by Mr Philip Lloyd.
and Galleries, and took place with the generous permission ofThe writer acknowledges with thanks the assistance and
the Scottish Life Assurance Company, owners of the site, and encouragement provided by Mrs J. E. L. Murray during the
of their agents, Messrs. Kenneth Ryden and Partners. It was preparation of this report. Any errors which it may contain
financed by the City of Edinburgh District Council. Conservaremain attributable to the writer.
tion work on the coins was carried out by Ms Dorothy Marsh,
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Immediately after their recovery the coins were conveyed to the City Museums' conservation laboratory, where prompt treatment ensured that all but a very few remained both intact
and fully identifiable. The discovery was reported to the Queen's and Lord Treasurer's
Remembrancer, and the hoard was subsequently claimed for the Crown as Treasure Trove and
allocated to Huntly House Museum, where all the coins are now kept.
The Contents of the Hoard and Comparison with Similar Hoards
All but ten of the coins are Scottish, and the vast majority are billon pennies. A complete list of
individual identifications appears at the end of this report, but the coins may conveniently be
summarised as in Table 1.
TABLE 1.
Contents of the Leith Hoard

ENGLISH (10)
Edward III
London half-groats, fourth coinage
Henry V
York penny
Henry VI
Calais half-groats, annulet issue
„ „
Calais groats, rosette-mascle issue
„ „
Durham penny
Edward IV
London halfpenny, light coinage

2
1
3
2
1
1

SCOTTISH (348) (all Edinburgh mint unless stated)
Silver

Robert III
James I
James II
,, ,,
J?
„

JJ
„

55

55

Perth half-groat, heavy coinage, second issue
groat, first variety
groats, second coinage, first issue
„ second coinage, second issue, type I
II
11

1
1
3
2
4

55
„

55
„

55
„

55
„

55
„

55
„ HI/II

~
1

55

55

55

55

55

55 J-A-1-

III

3

IV

1

J

Billon {pennies unless stated)

James I
group A, Inverness
1
„ „
group B
1
„ „
group C, Aberdeen
2
,, „
halfpenny, group A
1
James II
second coinage,first issue
1
„ „
„
„
first/second issue mules (1 Perth)
4
„ „
„
„
second issue (4 Aberdeen, 6 Perth, 1 Roxburgh, 1 uncertain) 214
uncertain pennies, James I or II
2
James III
class A
106
358

Scottish hoards buried in the fifteenth century are fairly uncommon, and only two exist
which compare with this most recent discovery in comprising almost entirely billon pennies,
the 'small change' of the day. These are the hoards found at Glenluce Sands, Wigtownshire, in
1956 and at Rhoneston, Dumfriesshire, in 1961.2 Neither of these is an exact parallel for the
2
Full discussion of all aspects of these two hoards can be Stewart, 'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards of Fifteenthfound in B. H. I. H. Stewart, 'The Glenluce Hoard, 1956', BNJ
Century Coins', Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of
29 (1958-59), 362-81; E. M. Jope and H. M. Jope, 'A Hoard of Scotland93 (1959-60), 238-44; B. H. I. H. Stewart and R. B. K.
Fifteenth-Century Coins from Glenluce Sand-Dunes and their Stevenson, 'The Rhoneston Hoard, 1961', BNJ 34 (1965), 109Context', Medieval Archaeology 3 (1959), 259-79; B. H. I. H. 17.
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Leith hoard, as both were deposited significantly later and contain a high proportion of coins
of later issues than those found at Leith, but all three hoards show a striking similarity in a
number of respects. Each contains a small number of English coins, most of them of
considerably earlier date than the Scottish coins buried with them, a shorter series of Scottish
silver, terminating somewhat earlier than the latest billon issues represented, and a collection
of billon pennies which constitutes a high proportion of the hoard in terms of both quantity
and original purchasing power. 3
The latest issues contained in the Leith hoard are the light coinage halfpenny of Edward IV
(1469-70) and the class A pennies of James III. This class is considered to have accompanied
the Group I groats, the minting of which commenced c. 1465-70 and possibly in 1467, but the
pennies may have been introduced earlier. 4 Many of them display the use of the letter B for R in
one or both of the legends, a convention considered to have been copied from English coins of
the period of Henry VI's restoration (1470-71). 5 The subsequent issue (class C) was
commenced around the end of the year 1475 and is a fairly common type, and as no examples
of this appear in the hoard, it may be suggested that it had already been deposited by about
this date. 6 It is notable that the hoard contains no placks, although this denomination is
considered to have been introduced at around the same time as the class A pennies. First
issue placks of James III occurred in both the Glenluce and Rhoneston hoards, although
these were much smaller than the Leith find (112 and 83 coins respectively), but both hoards
contained a much higher number of class C pennies than class A (45; 11 at Glenluce,
34:13 at Rhoneston).
If a date of deposition of around 1470-75 is postulated, the distribution of coins within the
hoard can be compared with that of Glenluce and Rhoneston, which are considered to have
been buried c.1495 + and c. 1488-90 respectively.7 The latest Scottish silver coin from Leith is
the type IV groat of James II's second coinage, second issue (i.e. the crown groat coinage). This
type has lettering similar to the earliest groats of James III and is therefore considered to
belong at the end of the crown groat coinage, i.e. in the mid to late 1460s, this series continuing
well into the reign of James III. 8 No examples of the early mullet groats of James III were
included in the hoard, although there were 106 specimens of the associated class A pennies. At
both Glenluce and Rhoneston there was a gap of at least five years between the issue of the
latest groats and the latest pennies represented. Of the Scottish silver coins at Leith, all but
the very worn Robert III half-groat were contemporary with pennies which also appeared in
the hoard. The English silver, as at Glenluce and Rhoneston, was for the most part much
earlier than the bulk of the hoard. The earliest coins were the two half-groats of Edward III,
dating from c. 1351-52, and it has been noted that coins of this king continued to circulate in
Scotland for an inordinately long time. 9
A few of the silver coins were in a better state of preservation than would have been expected,
given their age at the time of deposition of the hoard, and seem likely to have been removed
from circulation at an earlier date. In particular this applies to one of the Edward III halfgroats (No. 1) and to a groat and a half-groat of Henry VI (Nos. 4 and 8). Most of the silver
coins, however, to judge from their degree of wear, could well have continued in circulation
until c.1470. The unworn appearance of many of the older silver coins from Glenluce and
Rhoneston was noted and contrasted with the poor state of preservation of some of the billon
pennies. 10 At Leith the contrast is not so great, although a few of the silver coins appear to have
been hoarded up for some time. This may also have been the case with a few of the earlier billon
3
7
For discussion of the composition of the two earlier
'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards', p. 240.
8
hoards, see'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards', pp. 240-41.
For discussion of the date of introduction of class IV
4
I. H. Stewart, The Scottish Coinage, revised edition groats, see B. H. I. H. Stewart and Joan E. L. Murray,
(London, 1967), p. 59; Joan E. L. Murray and B. H. I. H.
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', NC 7th ser. 7 (1967), 147-61.
9
Stewart, 'Unpublished Scottish Coins V',NC7th ser. 10(1970),
'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards', p. 240; 'The
5
163-86(pp. 164-71).
The Scottish Coinage, p.60. Glenluce Hoard', pp. 364-65.
10
6
The Scottish Coinage, p. 62.
'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards', p. 240.
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pennies, as there is at times a considerable variation in the apparent degree of preservation of
pennies struck from the same dies, but in many cases this may be due to poor striking or the use
of worn dies.
It was considered that the Glenluce and Rhoneston hoards showed evidence of some
progressive hoarding, with the addition of whatever small change the owners had in their
possession at the time of the emergency which caused the coins to be buried, and that they did
not therefore fall into the same category as most hoards, which are the result of the
accumulation of savings over a long period. The Leith hoard, with its high proportion of base
metal pennies, is also unlikely to represent long-term savings, as good silver coins would have
been preferred for such a purpose. The number of pennies is considerably larger than in the
other two hoards, however, and it seems unlikely that a private individual would have had
so many of these coins in his possession without changing some of them for good silver.
The hoard may therefore represent for the most part the recent takings of a shopkeeper,
perhaps stolen and subsequently buried by the felon for fear of apprehension. (The hoard
could simply have been dumped on a rubbish heap and brought to the spot where it was found
with a wagon-load of refuse. A broken pot would not have attracted much attention on a
domestic midden.) The absence of James III mullet groats could be explained if the coins
had belonged to a shopkeeper who sold only inexpensive items and therefore received
payment only in small change, although it seems less likely that this explanation alone would
account for the absence of placks. The earlier Scottish and English silver coins could then
be seen as earlier savings lying in the pot in which more recent takings were temporarily
deposited.
The distribution of billon penny types within the hoard does nothing to contradict the
theory that most of these coins could have been taken from circulation during the early 1470s.
All but a handful belong to the post-1451 coinage of James II or the earliest issue of James III.
A few of the James II coins show a small enough degree of wear to indicate that they could
possibly have been removed from circulation some years earlier, but the condition of the
majority appears consistent with a period of circulation of ten to twenty years. The 2:1 ratio of
James II to James III pennies may perhaps be a clue to a date of burial fairly early in the period
of issue of James III class A, but against this must be set the inclusion of at least forty-two
James III pennies with B for R in the legend(s).
The Numismatic Significance of the Hoard
The most valuable aspect of the Leith hoard is its contribution to our understanding of the
billon penny issues of James II and of the first issue of James III. i.e. of the period of c. twenty
years from 1451. Although the Glenluce and Rhoneston finds yielded some valuable
information on both these series, especially in the form of previously unknown varieties, the
majority of the pennies in these two hoards were of later issues. This is the first discovery to
include substantial numbers of James II pennies, and it also contains by far the largest single
assemblage of James III class A.
In the case of the James II coins, it has been possible to differentiate for thefirst time between
identifiable sub-types of the crown groat issue pennies and to formulate a relative chronology
for some of them. Although variations in obverse and reverse design have long been recognized
within this series, it has not previously been possible to establish the significance of any of these
variations, especially as there appeared to be little direct relationship between the pennies and
the various issues of groats. The large number of die-links within this hoard has made it
possible to study all the aspects of particular dies, as different parts of the design are clearest on
different coins, and comparison with coins in the collections of the National Museum of
Antiquities of Scotland has facilitated the inclusion of many of the previously known dies
within the new scheme of classification. The establishment of a chain of die-links covering the
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complete span of James II's billon coinage, from the first issue of the second coinage down to
the Roxburgh issues of 1460, is a fair indication that there are now no major gaps in our
knowledge of the types issued during this period. Small groups of coins with distinctive
features can now be assigned with confidence both to the beginning of the second issue and to a
short period centred on the siege of Roxburgh and the death of the king in 1460. The majority
of the coins date from the intervening period, and there is no evidence to suggest that the
minting of crown groat issue pennies continued for more than a very short time after the king's
death. This presents a contrast to the generally accepted theory concerning the groats of this
coinage, the minting of which appears to have continued until the later 1460s.
Unfortunately the picture is less complete as regards the first issue pennies of James III
(class A), although much new information about this series has been provided. In particular, a
single coin from the Glenluce hoard (No. 24), which was seen as a mule of a James III class A
obverse with a James II reverse, having a crown initial mark, must now be regarded as the first
known example of a regular issue of James III. The Leith hoard contained thirty-three coins of
this type in all, of which ten were from the same reverse die as Glenluce 24 and the remainder
from two reverse dies with points between the pellets in all four angles of the cross. The style of
the reverse of these coins is clearly the same as that of the 'normal' coins of James III class A,
and there is as yet nothing to indicate that the use of the crown and cross initial marks was of
any significance.
The Leith hoard also contained examples of a previously unknown type of class A penny,
with reverse initial mark cross and points between the pellets. In view of the number of fresh
discoveries within class A which this hoard has revealed, there must be a strong possibility that
other types still remain to be found and identified.
A piece of negative evidence which may be of some significance is the total absence from the
Leith hoard of an enigmatic class of James III penny which was identified at both Glenluce and
Rhoneston. These coins display affinities with class A in both bust and lettering, although the
lettering also shows resemblances to that of the 'post-1484' group V groats (according to the
classification formerly in use—these groats are now considered to be post-1490). The pennies
were provisionally classified as Di, but with the Rhoneston evidence they were ascribed to the
early period. 1 1 Although the absence of these coins from a hoard containing, and terminating
with, so many class A pennies does not in itself disprove this theory, it does indicate that, if
correctly placed in class A, they are late in that class.
Classification of the Pennies and the Relationship of the Various Types
(B = E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland (1887); S = I. H. Stewart, The Scottish Coinage, revised edition (1967).)

James II, second coinage
The opportunity provided by the Leith hoard to examine a total of 218 pennies of James II's
second coinage and to compare these with other specimens has made it possible for the first
time to draw up a provisional typology for these coins. Variations in design within the large
second issue have long been noted, in particular the presence or absence of saltires and fleursde-lis on the obverse and reverse, and Leith has now added other minor variations not
previously observed, mainly in the form of the obverse initial mark. As a result of this, and of
the system of die-links which it has been possible to construct, a scheme of classification has
been developed which takes into account the dating evidence which is available for some of the
varieties. The absence of gaps in the chain of die-links suggests that few if any major varieties
remain to be discovered within this series, but it is hoped that any which may subsequently
appear can be accommodated within the framework postulated. In addition, if other billon
hoards of this period should come to light, it may be possible to make further chronological
sub-divisions, particularly within the disproportionately large type B.
11

'The Rhoneston Hoard', p. 110.
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The second coinage pennies begin with the very small first issue, which is characterized by a
clothed bust on the obverse and by the presence of pellets in only two angles of the reverse cross
(B lb, Fig. 518A; S 93). Only one obverse die is known for this issue, and the occurrence of
mules of this with reverses of the second issue is of great value for dating purposes.
The earliest coins of the second issue comprise two distinct types, which have been
categorized as Ai and Aii. Only a few coins of each type are known, but in view of their
particular characteristics and proven early date, there seems little danger in regarding these as
representatives of a small and short-lived, but distinctive, issue. Type Ai comprises those
second issue coins which have a crown in the first quarter of the reverse cross and pellets
enclosing an annulet in the other three angles. This reverse was first observed on a mule coin
from the Glenluce hoard (No. 15), the obverse of which had been struck from the single known
die of thefirst issue pennies. Stewart then suggested that the reverse was an early experimental
type of the second issue, and this theory was supported when a coin with the same reverse and
with a second issue obverse appeared in the Rhoneston hoard (No. 10). Leith has yielded a
second example of both types, from the same dies as the earlier discoveries.
The obverse of the second issue type Ai pennies is from the same die as B 3a, Fig. 553A,
which displays the initial mark cross fourchee. This was not noted by Burns, who assumed that
the poorly-preserved initial mark on the coin he illustrated was a crown, but it was correctly
described by Stewart and Stevenson in their report on the Rhoneston hoard. At present no
other penny obverse dies are known with the cross initial mark, and an early position in the
series can be postulated for all the coins with this obverse on the basis of its appearance in
combination with the crown and pellets reverse type. It would thus seem reasonable to
associate it with the earliest (type I) class of the second issue groats, which also display the
initial mark cross fourchee. Confirmation of this can be found in the form of the over-large s at
the end of the king's name on this obverse die. This is identical to the corresponding letter on
the type I groats and was clearly put in from the same punch.
Type Aii consists of all pennies with obverse initial mark cross and standard reverse type of
three pellets in each angle of the cross. Fifteen coins of this type have been examined—thirteen
from Leith and B 3a and Rhoneston 11 in the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland.
(The reverse of Rhoneston 11 is from the same die as B 3a, although this was not mentioned in
the report. The saltire stop indicated at the end of the second quarter of the legend can be seen
in the light of comparison with other coins to be part of the letter E from a partially blocked
die.) That the period of use of this obverse die was not contemporary with the issue of type B
pennies is strongly suggested by the almost total lack of reverse die-links between the types. Of
thefifteen known Aii coins, only three show reverse die-links outside the type. Two of these
(Leith 49 and 49a) have the same reverse which occurs on a mule with the first issue obverse
(No. 35), which serves to emphasize again the early date of type A pennies. The other (Leith 41)
has a reverse which also appears on one coin with a type Bi crown initial mark obverse (No.
164), and Leith 41 should strictly, under the new classification, be regarded as a mule of types
Aii/Bi. This provides another useful link in the relative chronology, but the various types
within this series are not mutually exclusive to the extent that the term 'mule' would really be
justified.
Type B contains the large majority of James II's pennies. The coins have a crown or lis initial
mark or none at all on the obverse, and some have saltires on the obverse and/or reverse. Two
examples are also known with annulets on the reverse (Glenluce 16 and a specimen in the
Stewart collection). 12 Both these coins have a crown initial mark on both obverse and reverse,
confirming their position within class B. There was clearly no great gap in time between the
minting of type Aii and type B pennies, as the existence of the 'mule' (No. 41) demonstrates;
No. 164 (from the same reverse die as No. 41) serves to indicate that saltires appeared on the
12

See 'The Rhoneston Hoard', p. 110 and note 3.
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obverse at a very early stage of the issue of type B. Of 166 pennies of this type at Leith, 135
had a crown initial mark on the obverse, and it seems reasonable to assume that these can
be associated with the groats of types II and III, almost all of which have crown initial marks.
There seems to be no particular significance in the presence or absence of saltires on the
obverse and/or reverse, but coins with none are in the majority. (Thefigures for the Leith hoard
are: plain obverse and reverse 94, plain/saltires 29, saltires/plain 19, saltires on obverse and
reverse 32.) There is, however, a substantial minority of coins of type B (26 from Leith) which
have no initial mark at all on the obverse, and a small group with initial mark lis, which has not
previously been recorded. At present there is no evidence to suggest that either of these groups
should be regarded as other than part of type B, but further discoveries may cause this opinion
to be revised. Because of this it may be regarded as useful to sub-divide type B on the basis of
obverse initial mark, with Bi comprising crown coins, Bii those with no initial mark, and Biii
those with lis. The two annulet reverse coins, considered by Stewart to represent an early
experimental issue which was rapidly superseded, are included in Bi on the basis of their crown
initial marks. The absence of any annulet coins from the Leith hoard suggests that the mintage
must have been small, although the two known examples are from different dies. 1 3 Their
position in the series remains uncertain.
Type C comprises the latest group of James II's pennies, which are characterized by fleursde-lis on either side of the bust and on the chest. These coins must all have been minted during a
fairly short period leading up to, and possibly continuing for a short while after, the death of
the king at the siege of Roxburgh in 1460. Again the coins can be sub-divided on the basis of
obverse initial mark, type Ci having no initial mark and type Cii comprising a previously
unknown type with initial mark lis. Only one obverse die is known for each type, and that for
Ci was known to Burns from an Edinburgh penny (B 6a, Fig. 555A). It was subsequently
found to have been used to strike the only previously recorded penny of Roxburgh, and the die
is considered to have been used first at Roxburgh and then at Edinburgh. 1 4 A second
Roxburgh penny from the same dies came to light in the Leith hoard (No. 226). Two
Edinburgh pennies of type Ci from Leith have reverse die-links with type Bi coins, indicating
again that there was probably no substantial time-lag between the minting of the different
types of penny. Type Cii comprises a group of six coins from Leith, one of which (No. 235) has
a reverse die-link with a Ci penny (224). These two varieties were probably more or less
contemporary, perhaps with the Cii obverse superseding the Ci at Edinburgh. All six of the Cii
pennies are in fairly sharp relief on the obverse, indicating perhaps that the die was not in use
for long.
The evidence strongly suggests that these coins with lis on the obverse comprise the latest
issue of the crown groat coinage pennies. If a later issue were to be postulated, it would have to
be argued that no examples of this were contained in the Leith hoard. In view of the number of
earlier James II pennies and of James III class A in the hoard, it is most unlikely that any but a
very small issue of the intervening period would be unrepresented. This indicates that James
II's billon coinage ceased fairly soon after his death. It is interesting to note that, like the type A
and B pennies, those with lis on the obverse have possible counterparts in the groat coinage,
namely those coins with lis above and to the right of the crown which have been tentatively
ascribed to an issue immediately following the death of the king. 1 5 There appear to be no
counterparts in the billon coinage of James II for the late (type IV) groats. These have lettering
resembling that of the earliest mullet groats of James III and are therefore considered to date
from well after James II's death and nearer the commencement of the mullet groat coinage in
c. 1467-70. Billon counterparts for these groats may perhaps be found in the earliest penny
issues of James III (see below, p. 91).
13

'The Rhoneston Hoard', p. 110.
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', pp. 160-61; I. H.
Stewart, 'Scottish Mints' in Mints, Dies and Currency: Essays
14

Dedicated to the Memory of Albert Baldwin, edited by R. A. G.
Carson (London, 1971), 165-289 (pp. 268 and 286-87.
15
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', pp. 153-56.
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In summary, it must be emphasized that the suggested scheme of classification is not
intended to imply that the pennies of James II can be split up into neat parcels, each one
representing a separate and distinct issue. The evidence is far more indicative of a fairly
continuous process of minting, with minor variations in design being introduced and
superseded. The divisions and sub-divisions are rather intended to elucidate the development
of this part of the coinage by drawing attention to those variations in design which appear to
have been significant.
The proposed typology may be summarised as follows:
Type A Obverse with initial mark cross fourchee. Ai—with reverse of crown in first quarter,
three pellets enclosing an annulet in the other three angles. Aii—three pellets in all four
quarters, nothing between.
Type B Bi—obverse initial mark crown; obverse and reverse either plain or with saltires
(any combination); two coins known with annulets and crown initial mark on reverse.
Bii—no obverse initial mark; only plain obverse and reverse so far recorded. Biii—
obverse initial mark lis; only plain obverse so far recorded; reverse plain or with
saltires.
Type C Obverse with lis on either side of bust and on chest; reverse plain or with saltires. Ci—
no obverse initial mark. Cii—obverse initial mark lis.
Pennies of all types were minted at Edinburgh. Coins of other mints so far recognized comprise
the following:
Aberdeen
Perth
Roxburgh

Bi
First issue/Bi mule (Leith 36, see below, p. 92), Bi
Ci

A schematic representation of chains of die-links (Fig. 2) serves to demonstrate both the
unbroken continuity of the second coinage penny series and the position of some of the types
within the series. There is little doubt about the positioning of types A and C at the beginning
and the end of the series respectively, but clearly the diagram includes only a small proportion
of the coins of type B, which were certainly minted over a fairly long period. The reverse dielinking of No. 164, which has the same obverse as six other Bi coins from Leith, with No. 41
from type Aii indicates an early introduction for this type, and the reverse linking of No. 136
(with the same obverse as four other Bi coins) with No. 227 from type Ci demonstrates the
continuation of this type until almost the end of the coinage. Coins of type Bii at Leith were
all struck from one or other of two obverse dies, and it seems unlikely that both were in use
at the same time. The first die, from which Nos. 184-203 were struck, has a double saltire
stop above the centre of the crown, in the position where an initial mark would be expected
in other types, and almost all these coins have reverse die-links with coins of type Bi. (One
class III groat displaying a similar feature of saltires instead of crowns, at the beginning
of the inscriptions on the reverse, was identified by Stewart and Murray. 1 6 ) The second
obverse die (Nos. 204-209) has no mark or stop between the end and the beginning of the
legend, and three of the six coins have reverse links with Biii or Ci pennies. Indeed, it is via
these Bii pennies that type Biii is linked with Ci, and all may belong to the middle to later
part of the series.
No distinction between the various types of James II penny can be made on grounds of
weight. Despite the widely varying state of preservation and degree of wear on coins of this
series from Leith, there is a fairly high concentration within a fairly narrow weight range. Of
216 second issue pennies, exactly half weigh between 0.56 and 0.75g, and a slightly wider range
of 0.51-0.80g contains 164 coins (75.9 per cent). The average weight of all the second issue
16

'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', pp. 153-54, no. 52f.
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pennies is 0.66g (10.18gr), which is also the average for type B. The average for the numerically
much smaller types A and C is 0.62g (9.57gr) and 0.64g (9.88gr) respectively. The full range of
weights extends from 0.33g to 1.05g, and it would perhaps be unwise to place too much
reliance on evidence from this hoard for the original weight of pennies of this series, but for the
record the average weight of 0.66g (10.18gr) produces a figure of 46.28 coins per Scottish
ounce (1 Scottish ounce — 471.16 English grains). If an allowance is made for the weight of
each coin when struck being slightly greater than its present weight, a theoretical yield of 40-45
coins per Scottish ounce of billon would seem reasonable. It must be emphasized that this
figure is not reliable, however, especially as there is no way of calculating the effect on the
weight of each coin of corrosion while in the ground and of the subsequent removal of
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corrosion products in the laboratory. For the same reason it has not been considered worth
while to subject the coins to metallurgical analysis. When recovered they were almost all
covered with a layer of green copper corrosion products, which was subsequently removed,
and any calculation of the ratio of silver to copper in the alloy would almost certainly be highly
unreliable as a guide to the original proportions.
James III class A
The system of classification which has been employed to date for pennies of this series
is that which was drawn up by Stewart on the basis of the coins found in the Glenluce
and Rhoneston hoards. 1 7 In this typology class A was sub-divided into four groups as
follows:
Ai
Aii
Aiii
Aiv

saltires beside bust on obverse
saltires on reverse
plain reverse
annulets on reverse

In addition, two coins had been identified prior to the discovery of the Leith hoard which
were classified as mules of James III class A and the James II crown coinage. Both these
coins had a crown initial mark on the reverse, but one of them (Glenluce 24) had a plain
obverse and the other (formerly from the Lockett collection) had saltires on the
obverse. 18
The opportunity provided by the Leith hoard to study a group of 106 class A pennies has
resulted in a considerable increase in our knowledge of this series, and there is now a need for a
completely new classification. The old type Ai, which in any case comprised only two known
coins, can no longer be regarded as an acceptable sub-group. One of the coins (Glenluce 25) is
very different stylistically from all other class A coins, and it is now generally accepted that it
belongs in class C . 1 9 The only other known coin with saltires on the obverse is the so-called
'mule', formerly in the Lockett collection, which can now be seen to be a variety of a fairly
substantial sub-group of class A pennies. The Leith hoard contained thirty-three examples of
pennies with a crown initial mark on the reverse, and the style of the reverses of these coins is
undoubtedly the same as that of other class A pennies. The classification of these as mules must
therefore be abandoned, and they must be incorporated as a new sub-division of class A. Of the
Leith coins of this type, ten had a plain reverse (as Glenluce 24) and twenty-three had points
between the pellets, the latter being a previously undiscovered variety.
Also at Leith were six coins with points between the pellets and reverse initial mark
cross fourchee. This is also a previously unrecorded type, although a coin published by
Burns as a penny of James II (B 8, Fig. 559) may be an unrecognized example. The types,
legends and style of lettering are very similar to those of the Leith examples, although there
are no die-links.
The main problem in formulating a new system of classification for the class A pennies is that
there is as yet little evidence for sequence or dating within the series. Although there are a
number of obverse die-links between the various sub-groups, there are no clearly datable types
at the beginning and the end of the series, as is the case with the James II second coinage. The
fact that the Leith hoard has produced two completely new varieties indicates that others may
yet remain undiscovered, and for this reason the proposed classification makes allowance for
the inclusion of as yet unrecorded types by differentiating on the basis of both reverse initial
mark and reverse type. No attempt has been made to include obverse types within this system,
17
18

'The Glenluce and Rhoneston Hoards', p. 242.
'Unpublished Scottish Coins V', p. 171, no. 58.

19
'Unpublished Scottish Coins V', pp. 171-72; the reattribution has now been confirmed by Mrs Murray.
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as only one known coin has other than a plain obverse. The suggested typology is therefore as
follows:
Aal reverse initial mark crown; nothing between pellets. (Obverse normally plain, but the
ex-Lockett penny with saltires on the obverse is assigned to this group pending further
evidence.)
Aa2 reverse initial mark crown; points between pellets.
Abl reverse initial mark cross fourchee; nothing between pellets (formerly Aiii).
Ab2 reverse initial mark cross fourchee; points between pellets.
Ab3 reverse initial mark cross fourchee; saltires between pellets (formerly Aii).
Ab4 reverse initial mark cross fourchee; annulets between pellets (formerly Aiv).
There is as yet no evidence for the significance of the crown and cross initial marks, nor
indeed any certainty that they had any significance at all. Evidence does not support a theory
that the change of initial mark denoted a reduction in weight orfineness. There is no significant
difference in weight between coins of the various sub-groups from Leith. The average weights
are as follows: Aal 0.48g (7.41gr); Aa2 0.46g (7.10gr); Abl 0.47g (7.25gr); Ab2 0.48g (7.4lgr);
Ab3 0.44g (6.80gr); Ab4 (one coin only)0.51g (7.87gr). Weights of individual coins range from
0.24g to 0.69g, both lightest and heaviest belonging to class Ab3, but in every group apart from
the single coin Ab4 half or more of the coins fall within the weight range 0.41-0.50g. The
average weight for all the class A pennies is 0.45g (6.85gr), giving a figure of 68.73 coins per
Scottish ounce of billon. On the basis of an assumed loss of weight from each coin as a result of
wear, corrosion and cleaning, an original yield of c. 60-65 coins per Scottish ounce of billon
may be postulated. As in the case of the James II pennies, it was not considered worth while to
subject these coins to metallurgical analysis. In any case there is evidence from die-linking to
suggest that the use of the crown and cross initial marks may have overlapped considerably.
A number of aspects of the class A pennies may assist in the formulation of a relative
chronology for the various sub-groups, namely (a) the occurrence of obverse die-links between
coins of different reverse types (b) evidence of wear or deterioration of obverse dies which are
associated with more than one type of reverse, and (c) the presence or absence of the B for R
convention on coins of the various sub-groups. (The latter is often found on the early mullet
groats of James III.) In addition, the number of reverse dies represented in relation to the
number of coins in each sub-group may give an indication of the scale on which coins of each
sub-group may have been struck. It must be emphasized, however, that not enough coins are
yet available for any such study to produce conclusive results.
An analysis of the die-links between the sub-groups (omitting the single coin of Ab4, which
has no link with any other coin) reveals that coins of Ab3, the largest sub-group, containing
about half the class A pennies at Leith, are linked with coins of all four of the other types, but
that Ab3 forms a link between two otherwise mutually exclusive pairings—Aal with Ab2 and
Aa2 with Abl (Fig. 3 and Table 2). These combinations are somewhat surprising, in that

Aal

(10)

Ab2
(6)

Aa2
(22 + 1 fragmentary)

Abl

(15)

FIG. 3 Schematic representation of die-linked sub-classes of James III pennies
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pennies with plain reverse and crown initial mark are linked with those with points reverse and
cross initial mark, and that coins with points reverse and crown initial mark are linked with
those with plain reverse and cross initial mark. This is not at all what one would expect if the
initial marks or reverse types were of any significance. This picture is reinforced if links
between obverse dies are tabulated (Table 3), and a number of potentially significant aspects of
the class A series are revealed.
TABLE 2.
The frequency of obverse die-links between James III pennies of different

sub-classes

Obv. associated with:

Aal
Aal
Aa2
Abl
Ab2
Ab3

Aa2

Abl

Ab2

Ab3

No outside link

Total

0

0

8
80%
0

10
100%

0

10

3
13.6%
11
73.3%

0

22

1
6.67%
0

15

33
64.7%

51

0

22
100%

0
6
100%
5
9.8%

7
46.7%
0

0
0

5
9.8%

13
25.5%

6
100%
1
2%

6

TABLE 3.
The frequency of obverse dies which are common to more than one sub-class of James III pennies
Obv.

Associated with:

dies

Aal

Aal
Aa2
Abl
Ab2
Ab3

0
0
1
2

Aa2

Abl

Ab2

Ab3

No outside link

Total

0

0
3

1
0
0

2
1
4
1

0
0
1
0
13

2
3
7
1
19

3
0
1

0
4

1

First, almost all the coins of the two smallest sub-groups in the Leith hoard, Aal and Ab2,
were struck from a single obverse die (Nos 253-60 and 301-06), and this obverse also occurs on
one coin of Ab3 (No. 349). Only two coins of Aal (261 and 262) were struck from a different
obverse die, and this also occurs on four coins of Ab3 (313-16). Second, all twenty-two
of the complete coins of Aa2, struck from three separate obverse dies, are linked with
coins of Abl, and one die also appears on coins of Ab3 (324-28). Only seven of the fifteen
coins and three of the seven obverse dies of Abl are involved in links with Aa2, however,
whereas eleven coins from four obverse dies are linked with Ab3. Third, thirty-three of
the fifty-one coins of Ab3 and thirteen of its nineteen obverse dies have no links with other
sub-groups at all.
These figures, viewed in isolation, would allow the possibility that Aal and Ab2 were
amongst the earliest issues of class A, and the combination of the small number of coins of
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TABLE 4.
Number of coins and reverse dies of each sub-class of James III pennies
Type

No. of coins

Aal
Aa2
Abl
Ab2
Ab3

10
22
15
6
51

No. of rev. dies

Coins per die

1
2
4
1
15

10
11
3.75
6
3.40

these types in the hoard with the comparatively high number of coins per die (Table 4) indicates
that these issues were probably fairly short-lived. If the first supposition were correct, the
presence of coin 349 would suggest that the issue of type Ab3 might also have commenced
fairly early. Continuing this hypothesis, types Aa2 and Abl probably appeared after the
cessation of Aal and Ab2, as there are no obverse die-links. Aa2, of which there are twenty-two
examples in the hoard but from only two reverse dies, may also have been fairly short-lived, but
Abl, the fifteen examples of which from Leith revealed seven obverse and four reverse dies,
may have continued somewhat longer. In this context it may be appropriate to draw attention
to a very small die-flaw which occurs at the right-hand end of the crown on the obverse of two
coins of Abl (291 and 292). Thisflaw is not detectable on any of the Aa2 coins struck from the
same die (263-80), and it may therefore be surmised that the Abl coins were struck later. Their
general appearance suggests that the die may have been fairly worn by the time it was used for
these two coins. Pennies of type Ab3, which had apparently formed part of the coinage from
fairly early in the period of issue, seem to have constituted an increasing proportion of the new
issues as time progressed and to have represented eventually the sole type being minted.
A certain amount of confirmation of these theories can be obtained from a study of the
presence or absence of B for R in the legends of the various coin types (Table 5), providing of
course that a date of 1470-71 is accepted for the introduction of this convention. (Not all
legends are sufficiently clear for the presence or absence of B for R to be determined, and all
statements made on this subject must be qualified by an acknowledgement of this uncertainty.
In the list of full descriptions of the coins, B for R is shown only where this has been definitely
identified.) It does not occur at all on coins of types Aal and Ab2, except on the obverse of two
pennies of Aal (261 and 262). These were struck from an obverse die more associated with
type Ab3, however, and it is therefore possible that these two coins represent a re-use of old
reverse dies. A slight amount of damage to the obverse die, in the area of the saltire stop
TABLE 5.
Definitely attested occurrence of nfor R on coins and dies of the sub-classes of James III pennies
Type

Coins

Obv. dies

Rev. dies
0

2

1

20%

50%

Aa2

0

0

0

Abl

5
33.3%

1

1

14.3%

25%

Aal

Ab2
Ab3
Ab4

0

34
66.7%
1

100%

0

0

6
46.2%

7
46.7%

1

0

100%
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between GBA and BEX in the legend, appears on the Aal coins but not on those of Ab3,
indicating that this particular obverse die was used first for Ab3 coins and that the two Aal
specimens represent a subsequent, possibly unintentional, re-use of an old reverse die. B for R
does not occur on pennies of type Aa2, but does on five coins of Abl (295-299). These, which
were all struck from obverse dies also used for Ab3, may represent later issues of Abl. No
less than thirty-four of the fifty-one coins of Ab3 from Leith show the use of B for R, involving
six of the thirteen obverse and seven of thefifteen reverse dies. It can perhaps be suggested,
therefore, that types Aal, Ab2 and Aa2 belong to the period c. 1465-1470/1 and that
types Abl and particularly Ab3 were introduced before the end of this period and continued
beyond it.
A previously-noted detail which might have been of great assistance in assigning some of the
class A pennies to the earliest phase of this coinage must unfortunately be regarded as of
somewhat dubious value. In discussing the Aal penny with saltires on the obverse, Murray and
Stewart observed that the small letter R on both dies was the same as the letter found on a type
IV groat of the crown groat coinage. 20 If this could be proved, it would indicate that the
penny in question, and therefore presumably all those others on which the same letter
appeared, were probably contemporary with the last phase of the crown groat coinage and not
with the James III mullet groat issues. The same letter R can be distinguished on a number of
coins from the Leith hoard, in particular on those of classes Aal and Ab2, which in any case
seem likely to be the earliest issues. It is therefore unfortunate that the R can not definitely be
identified as that used on the type IV groat, as the latter has a pronounced backward serif at the
base of the vertical stroke which does not appear on any of the penny dies. It is of course
possible that this part of the punch had been broken off before it was used to manufacture
penny dies, but this can not be assumed to be the case. The forms of the two letters are certainly
very similar and distinctive, but it would be necessary tofind an example of the broken form on
a type IV groat before the two could definitely be identified as the same.
The position in the series of type Ab4, with annulets between the pellets on the reverse, is not
yet clear. Only three examples are known (Rhoneston 41 and 42 and Leith 358) and all are from
the same obverse and reverse dies, B for R is used on the obverse, which does not occur on coins
of any other type, and it is possible that Ab4 was a late and short-lived variety of class A, but
the scarcity of these coins in the Glenluce and Rhoneston hoards, both buried much later than
that from Leith, renders this far from certain.
The Significance of Individual Coins
English silver (Nos. 1-10)
Of the two Edward III half-groats, number 1 is considerably less worn than 2 and is most
unlikely to have been in continuous circulation for 120 years. Of the five Henry VI coins, one
groat (No. 4) and one half-groat (8) are in notably better condition than might have been
expected, given their age at the time of burial.
Scottish silver (Nos. 11-26)
The half-groat of Robert III and the groat of James I both display a degree of wear
commensurate with continuous circulation until the deposition of the hoard. One James II
groat (No. 22) is a mule of class III/II. The obverse shows reversed c instead of D and therefore
belongs fairly early in the class III series. No. 26 is a variant of the late class IV,first identified
by Stewart and Murray. 2 1 It has the distinctive features of an unjewelled crown on the obverse
and beaded circles on the reverse, but has saltire stops and saltires between the pellets.
20
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', p. 157, no. 55 for the
groat; 'Unpublished Scottish Coins V', p. 171, no. 58 for

the penny,
21
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', pp. 150 and 157-59.
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James I billon (Nos. 27-32)
The group A Inverness penny (27) appears to have been struck from the same obverse die as
an earlier example recorded by Stewart. 22 Neither of these coins appears to have a saltire after
thefirst letter of the king's name, a feature which occurs on Burns 8, Fig. 427, although Stewart
identified B 8 and his own specimen as being from the same obverse die.
James II pennies
First issue and first/second issue mules (Nos. 33-37)
Of thefive coins bearing the obverse of the rare first issue, only No. 33 also bears the normal
reverse of this issue. The others are all mules with second issue reverses. No. 34 is a further
example of the type recognized at Glenluce (15) and Rhoneston (10), which has the crown and
pellets reverse now classified as belonging to type Ai of the second issue. No. 35 has the same
reverse as occurs on two coins of type Aii (49 and 49a), but the reverse of 37 is too worn for
reliable die-linking. No. 36 has a reverse of the Perth mint, and the combination of this with the
first-issue obverse indicates that this mint must have been in operation during the earliest phase
of the crown groat coinage. Previously it was considered that minting at Perth took place only
during a fairly short period towards the end of the series, as the only known Perth groats share
obverse dies with both Roxburgh and Edinburgh. The same Perth reverse die as on No. 36 is
also found on five type Bi pennies from Leith (111, 179-182), as well as on Glenluce 22 and
Rhoneston 16, but there is no certainty that these coins also belong to the earliest period. The
die may have been stored for a long period and used only occasionally when circumstances
required.
Type Ai (No. 38)
This is the only example from Leith of the type now classified as Ai, having a second-issue
obverse and a crown and pellets reverse. Both obverse and reverse are from the same dies as the
only other known specimen of this type (Rhoneston 10).
Type Aii (Nos. 39-49a)
All these coins are from the same obverse die (B 3a, Fig. 553A), and there are few reverse dielinks with other types. The early position of this type in the penny series is established by the
reverse die-links of 49 and 49a with the mule coin 35.
Type Bi (Nos. 50-183)
This large group of coins has been divided up in the catalogue according to the presence or
absence of saltires on the obverse and reverse, although there seems at present to be no
significance in this. The type appears to have been produced continuously throughout most of
the period of issue of the crown groat coinage pennies, and few of the coins can be closely dated
within this period. Those which have die-links with datable types include No. 164, the reverse
of which is from the same die as 41 of type Aii, and Nos. 136 and 148-150, which have reverse
links with Ci coins of c. 1460. A broken E, very similar to that on the Aii pennies, is found on
various Bi dies, including the obverse of Nos. 68-77, 79, and 102-108, and the reverse of Nos.
61-67, 72, 73, 90-92, 102,103,and 127-132.
There is evidence of damage to one reverse die used for types Bi and Bii. It appears on nine Bi
coins (68-70, 93-97, 101) and three Bii (201-203), and the third quarter of the legend became
almost totally obliterated at some stage of its use. Of the coins where the relevant area remains
legible, the die is shown whole on 94,95 and 101 and broken on 68,69,93,201 and 203. Nos. 93,
94 and 95 are from the same obverse die.
There are six Bi pennies of the Perth mint,five of which have reverse die-links with the early
mule, No. 36, but it is possible that this die was used intermittently over a fairly long period.
There are no visible signs of deterioration of the die on any of the coins. The Perth obverse die
22

I. H. Stewart, 'Some Unpublished Scottish Coins', NC 6th ser. 15 (1955), 11-20 (pp. 14-16, no. 9).
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used for Nos. 178-182 is also represented by one Edinburgh coin (152), but this one worn coin is
not enough to give any indication of damage or wear to the die. The obverse die used for No.
111 at Perth appears on a total of twenty-two Edinburgh coins, and in this case there is much
more reliable evidence. Of the fourteen coins coupling this obverse die with a saltire reverse
(112-125), the majority indicate that the obverse die was still fairly sharp and clear when they
were struck, as is the case with 111. These coins include a group of four (116-119) which have
a reverse die-link with 152, which was also struck from an obverse die used at Perth. Several
of these saltire reverse coins, and all eight from the same obverse die and with plain reverse
(60-67), appear to have been struck when the obverse die had become worn almost flat.
All this suggests that the two obverse dies were used first at Perth, then taken to Edinburgh,
where they were used until they became completely unfit. None of the Edinburgh pennies
struck from these obverses is linked with the type C coins which belong to the period of
the Roxburgh issues, and as these and the first issue obverse are the only penny obverse dies
known to have been used at Perth, the evidence available at present suggests that pennies
may not have been struck at Perth at all at the time of the minting of the late, Roxburghlinked groats.
Neither of the Aberdeen pennies (162-163) has any obverse or reverse links with other coins
in the hoard.
Two Edinburgh pennies of type Bi are of notably abnormal appearance. No. 110a, which
has a plain obverse and reverse and a clear crown initial mark, displays a broad, squat portrait
with almost no trace of the characteristic hollowing of the upper part of the chest. The crown
has a distinctive outward curve at the right-hand side, and immediately to the left of it is a lis (or
trefoil), possibly the result of an addition to the die.
The portrait on No. 136a has narrow and irregular shoulders and a very prominent and
stylized cross-lock on the left side. The crown has a similar outward curve on the right side to
that on 110a, and there is an indistinguishable symbol to the left of it, again possibly an
addition to the die. The initial mark is illegible, but this penny is almost certainly from the same
obverse die as an annulet reverse coin which was formerly in the Lockett collection (sale XI,
part of lot 854) and which is now in the Stewart collection (see above, p. 83). 2 3 This coin has a
crown initial mark. If the annulet reverse was an early experimental type, as suggested by
Stewart when discussing Glenluce 16, this obverse must also be early in the series. 24 Leith 136a
has saltires on the reverse, and the reverse lettering is very small and neat, resembling that
usually found on class C pennies of James III.
Type Bii (Nos. 184-209)
Only two obverse dies are represented in this group of twenty-six coins without obverse
initial mark. Twenty of them (184-203) are from the same die as Rhoneston 13, the obverse of
which is mostly illegible, and have a double saltire stop above the centre of the crown. There is
no definite evidence for the position of these coins within the penny series. A broken E very
similar to that on the Aii pennies occurs on the reverse of Nos. 197-200, but this also occurs on
a penny of the late type Cii (232). Nos. 204-209 are from a previously unrecorded obverse die,
with nothing between the end and the beginning of the legend, and a reverse link between 209
and a Ci coin (225) suggests that these Bii coins may be fairly late issues.
Type Biii (Nos. 210-214)
No pennies with obverse initial mark lis have previously been identified, but the five
specimens of this type from Leith probably belong fairly late in the series. The presence of a lis
may in itself be an indication of this, as it appears elsewhere only on the demonstrably late type
C pennies, but a further piece of evidence is provided by the reverse die-linking of 210 with
206 and 207 of type Bii. No. 209, from the same obverse die as 206 and 207, is itself linked with a
23
24

I am grateful to Mrs Murray for pointing out this die-link and for showing me a photograph of the Lockett coin.
'The Glenluce Hoard', p. 371.
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Ci coin, as already noted. Nos. 210-212 and 214 are all from the same obverse die. The initial
mark on 213, from a separate die, is fairly indistinct, but it appears to be a lis.
Type B, uncertain initial mark (Nos. 215-223)
No. 218, of the Aberdeen mint, appears to be either a mule of a James I obverse and a James
II reverse or, more probably, to have been struck from a severely bungled obverse die. The bust
is very worn, but it appears to be fairly crude, and the crown is tilted to the left. The legend is
executed in large, badly-formed letters and contains a large double pellet stop. The reverse, on
the other hand, is an orthodox James II saltire type, similar to B 8a, Fig. 556A.
Type Ci (Nos. 224-229)
All six of these coins (five Edinburgh and one Roxburgh) are from the same obverse die
(B 6a, Fig. 555A), and it can now be stated definitely that the final part of the legend reads
25
SCOTRVM, and that there is no initial mark at all.
It is generally considered that this obverse
die must have been used first at Roxburgh and subsequently transferred to Edinburgh, but
most of the Edinburgh pennies have a much sharper obverse than that from Roxburgh. In
addition, both the known specimens of Roxburgh penny (Leith 226 and a coin in the National
Museum of Antiquities of Scotland 2 6 ) have an obverse considerably weaker than the reverse.
Clearly there are not enough coins available for study for definite conclusions to be drawn, but
so far the coin evidence alone would support the theory of a transfer of the die from Edinburgh
to Roxburgh rather than in the opposite direction.
Type Cii (Nos. 230-235)
The six coins of this type from Leith (Nos. 230-235) are all from the same obverse die and are
of a previously unrecorded variety, with lis beside and below the bust and with a lis initial
mark. The only reverse die-link outside the group is of 235 with 224 of type Ci, which confirms
the late position in the series which the presence of lis would suggest. A broken E, very similar to
that on the type Aii pennies, occurs on the reverse die of 232. If these letters were indeed put in
from the same punch, this would be conclusive evidence of the longevity of such punches and
would indicate that they can not be used for the close dating of dies. If, as seems more likely, the
letters result from two separate, but very similar, punches, this must equally be seen as an
argument for considerable caution in the use of die-punches to formulate a relative chronology
for dies.
The reverse of Nos. 233 and 234 has the previously unrecorded feature of a lis stop in the
legend.
James III class A pennies
Class Aal (Nos. 253-262)
These are the coins with reverse initial mark crown and nothing between the pellets,
previously recorded only in the form of Glenluce 24 and of the ex-Lockett penny with saltires
on the obverse. All ten of these coins from Leith are from the same reverse die as the two
previous specimens, and Nos. 253-260 are from the same obverse as Glenluce 24. Nos. 261 and
262 are from an obverse die with B for R in the legend and may represent a later re-use of the
reverse die.
Class Aa2 (Nos. 263-285)
These are all of a previously unrecorded type, with reverse initial mark crown and points
between the pellets.
Class Abl (previously known as Aiii) (Nos. 286-300)
On the reverse of Nos. 286-294 there is a small die-flaw on one of the pellets in the third
quarter (relief on the coins, incuse on the die). This is very well defined on 286-290, which are
25
Previously it was considered that the final M might have
been a crown initial mark; see 'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV',

p. 160 and note 2.
26
'Unpublished Scottish Coins IV', p. 160, no. 57.
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from the same obverse die, less so on 293, and had been almost totally removed by blocking
before the striking of 291 and 292. (On 294 this part of the coin has been worn flat.) This
progression gives a clue to the relative chronology of the various obverse dies represented. The
earliest coins are from a die linked with type Ab3 and the latest from a die linked with Aa2. This
is not in itself very informative, except insofar as it confirms the fact that the crown initial mark
is not an indication of early date, but it may be worth noting for future reference.
Class Ab2 (Nos. 301-306)
These six coins, all from the same obverse and reverse dies, are of the previously unrecorded
type with reverse initial mark cross and points between the pellets. The obverse die is the same
as that for almost all the coins of class Aal (Leith 253-260 and Glenluce 24), and the reverse die
is unusual in having a double pellet stop at the end of the third quarter of the legend.
Class Ab3 (previously known as Aii) (Nos. 307-357)
This is by far the largest group of class A pennies from Leith, containingfifty-one of the 106
specimens and withfifteen different reverse dies. This suggests a fairly extensive issue, and the
die-linking of No. 349 with an obverse common to classes Aal and Ab2 points to a fairly early
date of introduction. It is possible, however, that this isolated die-link is the result of a later reuse of an early obverse die.
Class Ab4 (previously known as Aiv) (No. 358)
The single coin of this class from Leith is from the same obverse and reverse dies as the two
other known examples (Rhoneston 41 and 42). Since there are no obverse links with any other
classes, the position of these coins in the series is uncertain, but the use of B for R in the obverse
legend argues against a date earlier than 1470. The issue was apparently very small.

CATALOGUE OF THE

COINS

(B = E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland (1887). G and R = coins in the Glenluce and Rhoneston hoards.
NMAS = National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, Edinburgh.)

All legends are reproduced in the type-face letters available. It should be noted that this is
not always an indication of the exact form of the letters, especially in the case of 'G' on pennies,
which is often a closed letter. All abbreviations of 'and' on groats and half-groats are
represented by either 2 or I, although the exact form of this symbol on the coins often
approximates to a reversed lower case f. In the case of pennies of James III, where the
convention of B for R often occurs, B is shown in the catalogue only where its presence can
definitely be attested. In cases of doubt, R is shown.
Only one example of the products of each obverse and reverse die is illustrated (except where
damaged and undamaged versions of the same die are included). The silver coins illustrated are
denoted by an asterisk beside the catalogue number. Each entry in the catalogue of the billon
coins is followed by an asterisk and two numbers, these indicating the illustrated coins of which
the obverse and reverse respectively correspond to the coin(s) described in that particular entry
(e.g. 51-52 *59/174, indicating that the dies used for Nos. 51 and 52 are illustrated by the
obverse of No. 59 and the reverse of No. 174). Where the only coins from a particular die are in
very poor condition, these are not illustrated at all.
ENGLISH

Weight

*1. Edward III, London half-groat, 4th coinage type B (71351)
2.00
*2. Edward III, London half-groat, 4th coinage type C (71351-52)
1.58
*3. Henry V, York penny of Archbishop Bowet (1407-23), type uncertain [rev. only
illustrated]

0.84

gm
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3.75, 3.57
1.75, 1.56
1.76

*4- *5.
*6-*7.
*8.
*9.

Henry VI, Calais groats, rosette-mascle issue (1427-30)
Henry VI, Calais half-groats, annulet issue (1422-27)
As 6 and 7, but with annulet in 3rd qtr of rev. only
Henry VI, Durham penny, uncertain type. (Obv. has pellets to left and right of crown, but
it is not clear whether there is a symbol on the breast. Obv. therefore seems to correspond
to North 1511 or 1522 (1445-60).27 The rev., however, has noringsin the centre and has
the mint name in the form DVFIOLin, and is therefore similar to class IV of the heavy
coinage of Edward IV (North 1543), dated 1461-64. Perhaps a mule. The coin is
apparently similar to that described by Hawkins, p. 242, no 8. 28 )
0.67
*10. Edward IV, London halfpenny, light coinage, Blunt and Whitton type Xa, Brooke group
29
VI. (North, following the Blunt and Whitton classification, dates type X to 2 March
1469-mid 1470; Brooke ascribes his group VI to 1470.)
0.47

SCOTTISH SILVER (Edinburgh groats unless stated)
Robert III (1390-1406)
Ml. Perth half-groat, heavy coinage, 2nd issue
obv. [
]!RTVS[
]COTO[
] (very worn)
rev. VlLL|AD6|P6R|Th[ ]; + DnSP|TG(ITOR|mS[
]|TORmSn From same die as a coin
from the Lockett collection now in the NMAS (ref. 1957.304) [rev. only illustrated]
1.06
*

James 7(1406-37)
12. 1st variety: obv. die as B 458A: rev. die probably as B 20c, which Burns did not illustrate 2.13

James 7/(1437-60)
*13. 2nd coinage, 1st issue: obv. die as B 517
rev. +;VI|LLAS|6Din|BVR6; DnSsPTQ j GTORSfllQ 12sL IB6R | ATORSfM crowns in 2nd and
4th qtrs; P originally punched in reversed and inverted, then corrected [rev. only
illustrated]
3.61
*14. 2nd coinage, 1st issue: obv. die as B 516
rev. +5VI[LLA|6Din|BVRG; DFISSPSTG |GT0RfT16 |*2i:LIB6R|ATORSPflG crowns in 1st and
3rd qtrs; P originally punched in reversed and inverted, then corrected
3.55
*15. 2nd coinage, 1st issue: obv. die as 14
rev. S + 5VI|LLAieDin|BVRG; ATORfTlG1DnS5P5TQ|GTORsfHG125LIB6R crowns in 2nd and
4th qtrs; P originally punched in reversed and inverted, then corrected [rev. only
illustrated]
3.57
*16. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type I
obv. apparently from same die as B 10, which Burns did not illustrate; from same die as 3
coins in the NMAS:- 2 from the Perth hoard (museum refs. XI.20.29 and XI.20.30) and 1
unprovenanced (L.850)
rev. VILL| A;QD[IF1B*| VRG5; +DnSPR|T0CTOR5m|S;ZsLIBGR|ATOR?mS? crowns in 1st and
3rd qtrs; annulet between pellets in 2nd qtr only; stop after inB is a cinquefoil [rev. only
illustrated; obv. = 17]
3.64
*17. 2nd coinage issue, type I: obv. die as 16
rev. crown VIL|LAs6|Din*|BVRG; + DnSPRO|TGCTORm|S;Z3LIB6R|ATORfnS crowns in
1st and 3rd qtrs; annulet between pellets in 2nd and 4th; stop after DID is a 5-pointed
mullet; same die as 2 coins from the Perth hoard in the NMAS (refs. XI.20.28 and
XI.20.29)
3.67
*18. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type II: obv. die as B 531
rev. crown VIL|LA£6|DinB|VRG; crown DnSJP*] TGCTORm |SZUB6[R]|[A]TORfHS; crowns
in 1st and 3rd qtrs; annulets between pellets; stop after DPS comprises a saltire above a
horizontal comma; same die as a coin from the Whitburn hoard in the NMAS (ref.
XII.21.9) [rev. only illustrated]
3.62
27

28
29

J. J. North, English Hammered Coinage, vol. II (1960).

E. Hawkins, The Silver Coins of England (mi).
C. E. Blunt and C. A. Whitton, T h e Coinages of Edward

IV and Henry VI (Restored)', BNJ25 (1945-48), 161 and Plate

VIII, 16; G. C. Brooke, English Coins (1966).
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Weight

*19. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type II
obv. apparently from same die as B 19a, which Burns did not illustrate; same die as 6 coins
in the NMAS, including 1 from the Perth hoard (ref. XI.20.36) and 3 from the Whitburn
hoard (XII.21.9, 10 and 11)
rev. crown VIL|LA6D|IDB VRG; crown DnS;P5|T6CTOR.m|SZLIBeR)ATORmS; crowns in
1 st and 3rd qtrs; annulets between pellets; stop after DPS is as that on 18; same die as a coin
from the Whitburn hoard in the NMAS (ref. XII.21.11)
3.65
*20. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type II: obv. die as B 532
rev. crown VIL|LA6|DinB|VRG; crown DF1SPR01T6CT0R(fl|SZLIBQR|ATORfUS; crowns in
1st and 3rd qtrs; annulets between pellets [rev. only illustrated]
3.25
*21. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type II
obv. die as B 22a (not illustrated by Burns), but with double saltire stop between
IACOBVS and D6I; same die as 2 coins in the NMAS:- 1 from the Perth hoard (ref.
XI.20.39) and 1 unprovenanced (1960.14)
rev. crown VIL|LAeD|insffi!|;VR65; crown DHSsPs j T6CTOR51 fnS35L IB | QR ATOR; reversed C
for D; crowns in 1st and 3rd qtrs; annulets between pellets; stop after DHS has a
horizontal comma between the two saltires
3.66
*22. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type III/II mule: obv. die as B 538
rev. crown VIUSLAGD5|in®5jSVRG5; crown DHS5P* | *T0CTORS! (T1SKLIB16R ATOR; reversed
C for D; crowns in 1st and 3rd qtrs; annulets between pellets; stop after DF1S is as that on
21; die very similar to 21, with many of the letters from the same punches
3.68
*23. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type III
obv. crown IACOBVSDeiGRA5ReXsSCOTTOR?Vm;; saltires to 1. and r. of neck; same die
as 4 coins in the NMAS (refs. 15, 1957.334 (ex Lockett collection), 1960.15, 1960.16)
rev. crown VIL|;LA65|5DinB|2VR6; crown DnS;P;|T6CTORrn|SZLIB6R ATORfTlS; reversed
C for D; crowns in 2nd and 4th qtrs; saltires between pellets; same die as 2 coins in the
NMAS (refs. 15, 1957.334)
3.72
24. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type III: obv. and rev. dies as B 547
3.63
*25. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type III: obv. die as B 543
rev. crown VIL|LA6?|DinB5|SVR6; crown DnS*P;|TGCTORm|S[
]QRj AT0RIT1S;
crowns in 2nd and 4th qtrs; saltires between pellets [rev. only illustrated]
3.74
*26. 2nd coinage, 2nd issue, type IV
obv. + IACOBVSDeiJGRACIAReXSCOTORVms

rev. +VILx|!5LAe;|DinB|VRGx; +DnSPT|eCTORZ5|m6VSZJL|IB6RAT; crowns in 2nd and
4th qtrs; saltires between pellets
3.74
SCOTTISH BILLON (Edinburgh pennies unless stated)
James 7(1406-37)
27. Inverness penny, group A: obv. +I AG0BVSD6[
]6_; probably same die as USC
9 3 0 : rev. VILL|Ain|neR|[n]I[S_] (*27/27)
28. number not used
] points between pellets
29. Group B: obv. illegible: rev. [ + ]VIL|[L]A lis(?)6|[
(*-/-)
]|[A]BSR|DO[ ] (*-/30)
30. Aberdeen penny, group CI: obv. die as B 479: rev. +VIL|[
]RAC[
]SR[
]; ?
31. Aberdeen penny, group CI or C2: obv. [
]AQ0BV[
annulet to 1. of neck: rev. [ + ]VIL|LAS[A]|[
]|D0P[ (*31/31)
]RV:
32. Edinburgh halfpenny, group A: obv. + [IA]G[
rev. [
]|LA6|DinR|V[
] (*32/32)

]l[

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

0.75
0.42
0.53
0.44
0.37

James 7/(1437-60)
2nd coinage, 1st issue: obv. and rev. dies as B 518A (*33/33)
0.65
2nd coinage, lst/2nd issue mule: obv. die as 33: rev. die as 38 (*33/38)
0.68
2nd coinage, lst/2nd issue mule: obv. die as 33: rev. die as 49 (*33/35)
0.77
0.64
2nd coinage, lst/2nd issue mule of Perth: obv. die as 33: rev. die as 111 (*33/l 11)
]IL|[
]E|[
]|[
](*33/37) 0.64
2nd coinage, lst/2nd issue mule: obv. die as 33: rev. [
30

'Some Unpublished Scottish Coins', pp. 14-16.
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Type Ai
38. obv. die as B 553A, now read as + IAG0VSD6IGRAR6X*TT0RV; broken 6; stop after
R0X appears to be a 5-pointed star or mullet
rev. + VlL|[LA*e]|DID|BVRG; same die as G 15 and R 10; the presence of a star or mullet
stop on the obv. increases the probability that the rev. stop may be of the same type rather
than a saltire. (*39/38)
0.71
Type Aii
0.68, 0.67
39-40. obv. die as 38: rev. VILS|[ ]G|Din«|V[ ]G5 (*39/39)
41. obv. die as 38: rev. V[IL5]|[LA ]|[
]V|RGh; die as 164, from which legend has been
partially reconstructed (*39/164)
0.70
42-46a. obv. die as 38: rev. 5VIL|LAQ*|DinB|VRG (*39/42)
0.67,0.64,0.62,
0.55, 0.53, 0.45
47-48. obv. die as 38: rev. die as B 553A 31 (*39/47)
0.60, 0.57
49-49a. obv. die as 38: rev. VIL|LAQ]Din|[BVR_]; same die as 35, from which legend has been
partially reconstructed (*39/35)
0.81, 0.53
Type Bi (plain obv. and rev.)
50. obv. crown [IAG0]R6IGRARQXSG0[
]ftl; die as 133, from which first part of
legend has been reconstructed
rev. VIL|[
]6|Din[ ]|[
]G (*50/50)
0.50
51-52. obv. die as B 554, 554A, now read as crown I[AG]0B6I[GRA_L1X_IA]
rev. die as B 554, 554A, now read as VIL|LA6|DIB]VIG (*59/174)
0.76, 0.65
53-56. obv. die as 51: rev. VIL|LA6|DinjVRG; same die as G 17 32 (*59/53)
1.02,0.86,0.66,
0.45
57-58. obv. die as 51: rev. VIL|LA6|DinB|VRG (*59/58)
0.81, 0.60
59. obv. die as 51: rev. V[IU]|L[A6]DinB|[VR]G; same die as 167-173, from which legend has
been reconstructed (*59/168)
0.52
60. obv. die as B 556 (N.B. the D is reversed): rev. die as 59 (*118/168)
0.71
61-67. obv. die as 60: rev. VIL| L A6|DinR|VRG; broken 6; large space either side of L (*118/66) 0.83,0.76,0.75,
0.73,0.68,0.53,
0.46
68-70. obv. die as B 553, now read as crown I AGO VS5DQTR A[G IJ AR6]; broken 6
rev. die as B 552A now read as JVIL|S[LA0]|[DinB]|*VRG; legend reconstructed from nos.
97 and 101 (same die) (*70/69)
0.68, 0.66, 0.38
71. obv. die as 68: rev. illegible (*70/-)
0.74
72-73. obv. die as 68: rev. VI]L51LAG|DI[H]B[•<VRG; same die as 90,91 and 239, from which parts
of legend have been reconstructed (*70/90)
0.76, 0.72
74-77. obv. die as 68: rev. die as B 553, now read as VIL5|LAG|DinB|5VRG (*70/76)
0.94,0.76,0.73,
0.44
78. obv. crown IA[
]5 (mis-struck): rev. die as 74 (*-/76)
0.72
79. obv. crown IAeORSpeVG-RATXjejV; broken 6; die as 102-108, from which this
blundered legend has been partially reconstructed: rev. die as 74 (* 102/76)
0.47
80. obv. die as B 552: rev. die as 74 (*81/76)
0.86
81-89. obv. die as 80: rev. die as B 552 (*81/81)
0.68,0.68, 0.65,
0.62,0.58,0.55,
0.53, 0.52, 0.49
90-92. obv. die as 80: rev. die as 72 (*81/90)
0.75, 0.72, 0.68
93-96. obv. die as 80: rev. die as 68 (*81/69)
0.87, 0.79, 0.66
97. obv. crown 1AG0VSD6I[TRA
R]: rev. die as 68 (*97/69)
0.62
98. obv. die as 97: rev. die as 81 (*97/81)
0.59
99-100. obv. crown IA[... .SqD6ITRAG[l]TAPX[6]:
rev. VIL«|LA0»|Din[ ]]5VRG; die as R 19; there are no saltires, butflaws between some of
the groups of pellets (*99/99)
0.71, 0.58
101. obv. die as 99: rev. die as 68 (*99/101)
0.71
31
This is also the die for R 11, although this was not indicated in the published report. The saltire stop after LAE in the
description is actually part of the E from a partially blocked die.

32
G 17 is also from the same obverse die (B 554). This was
not noted in the published report,
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102-103. obv. die as 79: rev. pVI]L5| pL A]6| DinB| ;VR[G]; broken 6; same die as R 13; blockage at
beginning of 4th qtr of legend, but legend completed from no. 189 from the same die
(*102/103)
0.81,0.79
104-107. obv. die as 79: rev. VIL5|5LAe|DinB|[ ]RG; probably same die as R 12 (* 102/106)
0.68,0.66,0.60,
0.55
108. obv. die as 79: rev. 5V[
]|p]LAe*|[D]inB|[*V
]; die as 241, from which legend has
been partially reconstructed (*102/241)
0.60
109-110. obv. crown IAG0[SDVD_AR8
IO]; die as 126-128, from which legend has been
partially reconstructed: rev. die as 57 (*126/58)
0.93, 0.84
110a. obv. crown [ ]OBVSD[ ]A*AR6XSC0T0R; unusual bust; lis (?) to left of crown: rev.
[

]L|LAsQ|DinB|VRG[ ] (*110a/l 10a)

0.43

111. Perth mint: obv. die as 60: rev. VIL|LAD|6Pfi|RTh; broken 6; flaw or possibly single
saltire after VIL; obv. and rev. dies as G 22 and R 16 (*111/111)
0.84
Type Bi (obv. plain, rev. saltires)
112-115. obv. die as 60 (B 556): rev. die as B 556 (*118/113)
116-119. obv. die as 60: rev. VlLS|LAs6|DinB|VRG (*118/118)
120. obv. die as 60: rev. [ ]L|SL[ ]|[
be certain (* 118/-)
'
121-124. obv. die as 60: rev. VIL5|LA0|D[
125. obv. die as 60: rev. [

]|[

0.75, 0.67, 0.63,
0.55
0.79, 0.77, 0.74,
0.71

]B|xVRG; possibly same die as B 555A, but too worn to
'
0.62
]|SVR6 (*118/123)
0.66,0.65,0.61,
0.48
]|DIDB|[
](*118/-)
0.61

126. obv. die as 109: rev. VIL|[
]|DIPB|VR[G] (* 126/126)
127-128. obv. die as 109: rev. VIL;[L]Ae[DinB[VRG; broken 6 (*126/127)

0.58
0.74, 0.59

129.
130-132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

obv. die as 97: rev. die as 127 (*97/127)
0.76
obv. die as 51: rev. die as 127 (*59/127)
0.99, 0.77, 0.35
obv. die as 50: rev. [*VI]L5jSLA65|Din[ ]|pVRG] (*50/133)
0.53
obv. die as 50: rev. VILS|[
]|Din[ ]|VRG (*50/134)
0.58
obv. die as 50: rev. [
]|LA[ ]|DinB|SVR[ ](*50/135)
0.74
obv. die as 50: rev. die as B 555A, now read as V1L[ ]|[ ]AG;|Din[ ]|[VRG] (partly
reconstructed from 227) (*50/136)
0.66
136a. obv. [crown IAGOB... D6IGRAR6X_GOTTO[
]; uncertain mark to left of crown;
unusual portrait with right side of crown bending outwards; almost certainly from same
die as an annulet rev. coin (ex Lockett collection, part of lot 854) now in Stewart
collection.
rev. [
]x|xLAS"|DinB!S|V[ ]; small, neat lettering; saltires of unusual form.
(*136a/136a)
0.48
Type Bi (obv. and rev. saltires)
137. obv. crown [
]ORQIG[
]V(H;: rev. 5VILS|LAffi|[
]|[
]6;
saltires of an unusual form, like trefoils (* 137/137)
0.55
138. obv. crown [
]GRAR6XSQ0[
]: rev. V!L;|[__es]|DinB*|VRG; die as R
20 (*138/138)
0.67
139. obv. die as B 554C, now read as crown lAGORQIGRARSXSGOTRVffi: rev. VILS|[
]
DinB|VRG?(*141/139)

0.76

140-143. obv. die as 139: rev. die as B 554C (*141/141)
144.
145.
146.
147.
148-150.
151.
152.

0.79, 0.54, 0.52,
0.45
obv. die as 139: rev. [
]|[
]S|DI[
]|[
](*141/144)
0.67
obv. die as 139: rev. VILS|[ ]LA6S|D[
]|[ ]RG (* 141/145)
0.53
obv. crown l[
]ORQ[ ]GRAR[
]: rev. pVIL?]|5LAe;|DinB|VRG (* 146/147) 0.83
obv. die as B 554B, now read as RGI: rev. die as 146 (*147/147)
0.83
obv. crown IAGOR6IGRXSGOTRVfH5: rev. 5VlL5|;lAe|DinR|VRG (* 150/149)
0.65, 0.63, 0.62
obv. die as 148: rev. V[
]|[
]|DI[
]|[
](*150/-)
0.71
obv. crown IAG0R[SD6GRR
]; D reversed; same die as 178, from which legend has
been partially reconstructed: rev. die as 116 (* 178/118)
0.88

153. obv.crown I[...0R]6IG[RAR]0[X]SGOTRVm: rev. ;VIL[ ]|[ ]A6J|DinB|;VRG(*156/153) 0.86
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154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167-173.
174-176.
177.
178.
179-182.

gm
obv. die as 153: rev. die as B 558 (*156/154)
0.79
obv. die as 153: rev. ;VIL5|LAG?|[
]|[ ]R6 (* 156/155)
0.76
obv. die as 153: rev. illegible (*156/-)
0.43
obv. crown IAGO[RV_ _61GRA]R6X[
]; same die as 168, from which legend has been
partially reconstructed; possibly same die as R 18, which is very worn: rev. VIL|[
]|
Dl[ ]|[
]G (*168/157)
0.68
obv. crown IAaOR6IGRA[
]XSdO[ ]RV: rev. [
]|[
]6|DinB|VRG (*158/158) 0.69
obv. crown IAG0R6I[
](R: rev. VIL5|LA[ ]|[
]|[
]G(*-/159)
0.62
obv. crown IAGO[
]RV5: rev. die as 126 (*-/126)
0.76
obv. crown IAGO[
]6XSaOTTRV: rev. [ ]L*|[ ]LAG[ ]|DinB|?V[
]
mis-struck (* 161/161)
0.55
Aberdeen mint: obv. crown [
]G[
]: rev. [
]ILs|LA5A|
[
]|D6[ ] (*-/162)
0.51
Aberdeen mint: obv. die as B 556A: rev. [
]|[
]|[
]|DGN (*163/163)
0.75
Type Bi (obv. saltires, rev. plain)
obv. die as 148: rev. die as 41 (* 150/164)
0.49
obv. die as 148: rev. ;V1L-|[
]|Din|[
]G& (*150/165)
0.85
]|[?LA]e5|DinB|V[RG]; die as 208, from which legend has been
obv. die as 148: rev. [V
partially reconstructed (* 150/208)
0.68
obv. die as 157: rev. die as 59 (*168/168)
0.98, 0.77,0.75,
0.72,0.62, 0.59,
0.57
obv. die as 157: rev. die as 51 (*168/174)
0.78, 0.77, 0.58
obv. die as 139: rev. VILS|[ ]6j[
]|VRG (*141/177)
0.67
Perth mint: obv. die as 152 (and R 17): rev. die as R 17, now partially completed as
VIL|[
]|ffiP6|RTh(*178/178)
0.63
Perth mint: obv. die as 152: rev. die as 111 (*178/111)
0.82, 0.54, 0.48,
0.48

Type Bi (obv. saltires, rev. uncertain)
183. obv. crown IA[
]ARGX[

]: rev. illegible (*-/-)

1.05

Type Bii
184-195. obv. 5IAGOVSDGITRADIA—XOD; broken 6; die as R 13: rev. die as 102 (and R 13)
(*200/189)
0.80, 0.79, 0.77,
0.77,0.74,0.73,
0.68,0.67, 0.61,
0.57, 0.54, 0.53
196. obv. die as 184: rev. SVIL|[
]|[
]|5V[
]; broken and corroded (*200/-)
0.54
197-200. obv. die as 184: rev. die as 72 (*200/90)
0.85, 0.76, 0.65,
0.62

201-203.
204-205.
206-207.
208.
209.

210.
211.
212.
213.

obv. die as 184: rev. die as 68 (*200/69)
0.72, 0.64, 0.63
obv. IAG0R61GRAR6[XS]G0TRVfTl: rev. VIL|LA[ ]|D1F1D|VRG (*208/204)
0.62, 0.54
obv. die as 204: rev. VIL5|?LA65jDinB|VRG (*208/206)
0.55, 0.51
obv. die as 204: rev. die as 166 (*208/208)
0.63
obv. die as 204: rev. [SV]iL:|iLAS 1 [D[HB][ VRG; die as 225, from which legend has been
reconstructed (*208/209)
0.88
Type Biii (obv. and rev. plain)
obv. lis IAG0R6[IGRA]R6XSG[0....171]: rev. die as 206 (*214/206)
obv. die as 210: rev. V[
]|[
]G|[
]|VRG (+214/211)
obv. die as 210: rev. [
]|5LAG1DI[ ]|[
](*214/212)
obv. lis(?)IAGO[
]R[
]RVm: rev. VIL5|5LA6|[

Type Biii (obv. plain, rev. saltires)
214. obv. die as 210: rev. [
]L*|;LAG*|DinB|VRG (*214/214)

]|VRG (*-/213)

0.63
0.92
0.35
0.73

0.51
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Weight
gm
Type B (initial mark illegible, obv. and rev. plain)
215. obv. [
]d0[
R
]SOO[
]: rev. die as 213 (*215/213)

0.76

Type B (initial mark illegible, obv. plain, rev. saltires)
216. obv. die as 215: rev. VIL|[
]|VR[ ](*215/216)
0.33
217. number not used
218. Aberdeen mint: obv. [ ]OBV[ ]l:—IA:R0; large, crude lettering and crude portrait
with crown at an angle: rev. [
]jLA[ ]A|[
]|D0[ ] (*218/218)
0.57
Type B (initial mark illegible, obv. and rev. saltires)
219. obv. illegible: rev. die as B 554B; N.B. 4th qtr oflegend has a single or double saltire stop
at the end, and possibly also at the beginning. (*-/219)
0.67
220. obv. [
]AGORQIGRA[
]: rev. VIU|LA0jDin[ ]|[
] (*220/220)
0.51
221. obv. illegible: rev. die as 126 (*-/126)
0.69
222. obv. illegible: rev. die as 133 (*-/133)
0,52
223. obv.[
]RV[
]: rev. die as 146 (*-/147)
0.45
Type Ci (rev. plain)
224. obv. die as B 555A, now read as [IAGOR0IGRAR6]XSGOTRVfIl; this die has neither a
crown i.m., as suggested by Burns, nor a cross, as suggested in the Rhoneston report: rev.
VIL|L[A]Q|Din|BVRG (*225/224)
0.56
225. obv. die as 224: rev. die as 209 (*225/209)
0.46
226. Roxburgh mint: obv. die as 224: rev. [ ]IU|LAR* 0XBV|R6h[ ]; die as USC 57 3 3
(*225/226)
0.53
Type Ci (rev. saltires)
227. obv. die as 224: rev. die as B 555A, now read as on 136 (*225/136)
0.55
228. obv. die as 224: rev. [
]|[
]|[
]|VRG; uncertain mark between pellets
(*225/-)
ffl.49
229. obv. die as 224: rev. die as 148 (*225/149)
0.69
230-231.
232.
233-234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

Type Cii
obv. [lis] IAG0R61GRAR6XSa0V[m]: rev. ,VIL5|LfiGS|DmB!VRG(*233f230i)
obv. die as 230: rev. VIL|[ ]A0|DinB|VRG; broken 0 (*233/232)
obv. die as 230: rev. VIL lis |LA0[DIF!B1VRG (*233/234)
obv. die as 230: rev. die as 224 (*233/224)
Unclassifiable (rev. plain)
number not used
obv. [
]R0[
]: rev. die as 166 (*-/20S)
obv. illegible: rev. die as 166 (*-/208)
obv. [ ]IAaO[
]: rev. die as 72 (*-/90)
obv. illegible: rev. die as 72 (*-/90)
obv. [ ]IA[
]: rev. die as 108 (*-/241)
obv. [
|V|
]: rev. V[
][
] DOTB VR6 t*~l[M2))
obv. illegible: rev. die as 59 (*-/168)
obv. illegible: rev. [
]|LA£0|DinB|[
](*-/•)
obv. illegible: rev. die as 51 (*-/174)

0..43S

0.1®, fflJS
(BUS

(ESS
®.53
tM
Mffi
(MS
t.72

Unclassifiable (rev. saltires)
246. number not used
247. obv. illegible: rev. die as 140 (*-/141)
til
248. obv. [
]V[ ]; uncertain marts in M & tm. Vi| ) [ PH
DiriB VRG (*-/248)
" HaigEitsm ®L?4
249. Aberdeen mint: obv. illegible: rev. VILS|UAB[ ]R D6TR
IG
33
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Weight
gm
Double reverse
250. Both sides [

]|[

]|DI»B|»V[

]; plain (*250/-)

Unidentifiable (James I or II)
251. obv. and rev. illegible (rev. plain) (*-/-)
252. obv. and rev. illegible (*-/-)

0.69

0.48
0.38

James III (1460-88)
Class Aal (rev. plain)
253-260. obv. +1 AGOBVSlDlGRAlRGXJS; die as G 24: rev. crown VILjLA6jDiri:|BVR*; stop after
DIP comprises two short horizontal lines; die as G 24 and USC 58 3 4 (*258/255)
0.57, 0.55, 0.55,
0.49,0.48, 0.47,
0.46, 0.36
261-262. obv. +I AGOB[VS*]D*GBA»BeX; die as 316, from which legend has been completed: rev.
die as 253 (*316/255)
0.49,0.33
Class Aa2 (rev. points)
263-280. obv. + lAaOBVS:D:GRA:R6-: rev. crown VIL|LA:6|Din:|BVRG (N.B. the stops on both
these dies, which have been represented as pellets, are in fact of various shapes, many of
them indistinguishable. They may have been intended to be saltires.) (*263/266)
0.59, 0.58, 0.57,
0.54,0.49, 0.47,
0.46,0.46, 0.46,
0.44, 0.44, 0.43,
0.43,0.42,0.39,
0.38,0.37
281-283. obv. +I AGOBVS5D[_GR] AJR6[
]; die as 295, from which legend has been partially
reconstructed: rev. crown VIL|LA6|Din;|BVRG; no points visible in 4th qtr (*282/281) 0.52, 0.45,
0.31 (broken)
284. obv. [ + l]AG0BVS£DpGRA]SR6S; die as 300, from which legend has been completed: rev.
die as 281 (*300/281)
0.54
285. Fragments of a coin: obv. illegible: rev. die as 263
Class Abl (rev. plain)
286-290. obv. die as B 562A: rev. + VIL|LA*S|Dir>|BVRG (*286/286)

0.54,0.50, 0.47,
0.47, 0.36
0.55, 0.43
0.46

291-292. obv. die as 263: rev. die as 286 (*263/292)
293. obv. [
]AG0BV[
]GRAR6[
]: rev. die as 286 (*293/286)
294. obv. [
]AG0B[VS]*D*G[RA*R6...]; die as 352, from which legend has been partially
reconstructed, and as R 36: rev. die as 286 (*352/286)
0.55
295-298. obv. die as 281: rev. + VIL|LA6|DiniBVB (*282/297)
0.45, 0.45, 0.45,
0.43
299. obv. + IAG0BV[S*D_GBAB6X]*; die as 309 and 311, from which legend has been
reconstructed: rev. +VIL!LAe|DI[ ]|[
] (*307/-)
0.40
300. obv. die as 284: rev. +VIL|LA6[ ]|[ JIPIjBVRG (*300/300)
0.50
Class Ab2 (rev. points)
301-306. obv. die as 253: rev. + VIL|LA6|Din:[BVRG; clear pellet stops (*258/303)

Class Ab3 (rev. saltires)
307-308. obv. die as 299: rev. + VIL|LA*G|Din|[
]; die as R 32 (*307/308)
309-310. obv. die as 299: rev. + VIL|LAG|DinB|VBG (*307/310)
311-312. obv. die as 299: rev. [ ]VlL|LA6|Din[BV[ ](*307/312)
34
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0.59,0.49,0.48,
0.47, 0.45, 0.39

0.47, 0.41
0.47, 0.35
0.44,0.34
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313-315. obv. die as 261: rev. + VIL|LA*G|Din*|BVB (*316/313)
316. obv. die as 261: rev. [ ]VI[ ]|LAejDII>|BVBi; (*316/316)
317. obv. + IAGOBV[

]D»G[

]6: rev. + VlL|LAe![Din]|BV[B]; die as R 36 (*-/352)

318-322. obv. +I[Aa]OBVS5D5GBA;Be[X]5Sa: rev. die as 317 (*320/353)

Weight
gm
0.46, 0.37, 0.24
0.45
0.54

0.56, 0.46, 0.43,
0.42, 0.39

323. obv. die as 318: rev. + VIL!LA5|eDin|[BVBG]; die as 333, from which legend has been
completed, and as G 26 (N.B. new reading) (*320/333)
0.46
0.49,0.49,0.48,
324-327. obv. die as 281: rev. + VIL|LA6|Din|BVRG (*282/327)
0.30
328. obv. die as 281: rev. + V[IL]iL[A56]|Dire[BVRG; die as 335, from which legend has been
completed (*282/328)
0.52
329-334. obv. + IAG0BVS"D*GRAR6; die as G 26 (N.B. new reading): rev. die as 323 (and as G 26)
(*334/333)
0.69, 0.56, 0.45,
0.45, 0.39, 0.36
335. obv. die as 329: rev. die as 328 (*334/328)
0.47
336-340. obv. + IAG0BVS*D*GRA*R6X: rev. die as B 562 and 562A, R 30 and probably G 27
(*339/351)
0.68,0.51,0.43,
0.39, 0.39
341. obv. die as 336: rev. die as 323 (*339/333)
0.28
342-343. obv. +IA[
]BVS*D«GBA*BGXS; die as R 32: rev. + VIL|LA6jDin|BVB; die as R 33
(*344/343)
0.57,0.42
344. obv. die as 342: rev. die as 309 (*344/310)
0.34
345. obv. [ + I]AaO[
]JDSGRAxR6XS: rev. die as 313 (*345/313)
0.45
346. obv. die as 345: rev. + VIL|[... 6]|DI[n]|BV[ ]; die as 353, from which legend has been
partially reconstructed (*345/353)
0.40
347. obv. die as B 562: rev. die as 317 (*348/352)
0.44
348. obv. die as 347 (possible die-flaw in the form of an annulet to 1. of crown): rev. die as 336
(*348/351)
0.46
349. obv. die as 253: rev.+VI[ ]|[ ]A*G|[
]!BVRG (*258/349)
0.35
350. obv. die as 286: rev. die as 349 (*286/349)
0.43
351. obv. +IA[
]S*D*GRA*R6: rev. die as 336 (*351/351)
0.33
352. obv. die as 294 (and R 36): rev. die as 317 (and R 36) (*352/352)
0.44
353. obv. +1AGO[
]6X: rev. die as 346 (*353/353)
0.38
354. obv. +1[ ]0[
]: rev. die as 323 (*354/333)
0.45
356. obv. die as B 563: rev. die as B 563, now read as + VIL|LAS|[
] BV[ ] (*356/356) 0.40
357. obv. [ ]AGOBV[
]6X[ ]: rev. [
]|[
] Dlfin|BVB (*357/357)
0.34
Class Ab4 (rev. annulets)
358. obv. +IAG[0BSD]IGBAB6XSG; broken Q; die as R 41 and 42: rev. + VIL|LAQ|DiniBV[ ];
die as R 41 and 42 (*358/358)
0.51
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PLATE

9 obv.

2 obv.

10 obv.
4 obv.

7 obv.

6 obv.

12 obv.

14 obv.

17 obv.

14 rev.

17 rev.

21 obv.

16 rev.

19 obv.

22 obv.

19 rev.
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23 rev.

23 obv.

27 obv.

33 obv.

27 rev.

33 rev.

30 rev.

FROM

LEITH

105

106
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PLATE 3

136a obv.

139 rev.

147 obv.

156 obv.

136a rev.

141 obv.

147 rev.

157 rev.

137 obv.

144 rev.

141 rev.

149 rev.

158 obv.

137 rev.

150 obv.

158 rev.

138 obv.

145 rev.

153 rev.

159 rev.

146 obv.

154 rev.

161 obv.

155 rev.

161 rev.

A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY

COIN HOARD

FROM

LEITH

PLATE 4

220 obv.

258 obv.

255 rev.

286 obv.

307 obv.

327 rev.

348 obv.

354 obv.

241 rev.

234 rev.

233 obv.

286 rev.

308 rev.

328 rev.

349 rev.

355 obv.

292 rev.

310 rev.

333 rev.

226 rev.

225 obv.

224 rev.

220 rev.

242 rev.

263 obv.

248 rev.

266 rev.

293 obv.

297 rev.

312 rev.

313 rev.

334 obv.

351 obv.

351 rev.

356 obv.

356 rev.

339 obv.

352 obv.

357 obv.

281 rev.

343 rev.

352 rev.

357 rev.

230 rev.

232 rev.

249 rev.

250

282 obv.

344 obv.

353 obv.

358 obv.

345 obv.

353 rev.

358 rev.

